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First, a summary of how rain is measured.



Understanding PR 2A25."
Radar Reflectivity(Z) and Rain Rate(R)

Vi = Terminal Velocity
 t  = Duration of the exposure
A  = Area 

(4.3)

112 4 Radar Meteorology

the returned power Pr from scatterers of known IKI2 located within a resolution
volume 'Vres centered at a range r from a radar yields the radar reflectivity factor

2-
Z =_1_:L D6 = r Pr;R

'Vres IKI
where

(4.4)

and

(
r )2 co'rp

'Vres =1r(JH(JV"2 -2- (4.5)

The term 2-D6 in (4.3) is the sum 'of the sixth powers of the diameters of all of the
scatterers in the volume 'Vres • Note that since 'Vres is proportional to r 2, CR is a
constant depending only on the characteristics of the particular set of radar equip-
ment being used.

Usually there is no way to be certain of the value of IKI2. The scatterers could
be composed of liquid, ice, melting ice, insects, turbulent eddies, or chaff. The
convention therefore is to use the measured Pr and rand (4.3) to calculate the
equivalent radar reflectivity factor,

2-
r PrCRZ = (4.6)

e 0.93

where 0.93 is the value of IKI2 for liquid water. Z, thus would be the value that the
reflectivity factor of the particles producing the returned power Pr detected at
range r would have ifthey were composed purely of liquid water. The value of IKI2
for ice is usually set to 0.197. If it were known that the reflectors were actually ice
particles, then the true reflectivity factor could be obtained simply by multiplying
Z, by the ratio (0.93)/(0.197). However, since the composition of the scatterers is
not normally known with certainty, radar data are usually expressed as Ze, in
units of mm" m-3, which refer to particle size to the sixth power per unit volume of
air. Typically, the numbers are given in decibel units:

asz, =101og10 z, (4.7)

Typical values of dB [Ze(mm6 m-3) ] are - 30 to 0 in marginally detectable precip-
itation; -0-10 in drizzle, very light rain, or light snow; -10-30 in moderate rain
and heavier snow; -30-45 in melting snow; 30-60 in moderate to heavy rain;
and -60-70 or more in hail.

4.2.2 Relating Reflectivity to Precipitation

One of the most important uses of meteorological radar is to estimate the precipi-
tation content of the air, the precipitation rate, and the fall speed of the precipita-



There is an empirical Relation between R and Z 
that depends of the types of precipitation

R= Za
b



Stratiform Rain

200 6 Nimbostratus

accretion of cloud liquid water. Aircraft observations of ice particles in convective
clouds confirm that the .particles in the updrafts grow largely by riming. Since the
strong updrafts in convective clouds are usually narrow (typically -1 km or less in
width), radar echoes from precipitation associated with active convection form
well-defined vertical cores of maximum reflectivity, which contrast markedly with
the horizontal orientation of the radar bright band seen at the melting level in
stratiform precipitation (compare the reflectivity patterns in Figs. 6.1a and b).

In the dissipating stages of precipitating convective clouds (after time ts in Fig.
6.lb), strong upward motions cease and no longer carry precipitation particles
upward or suspend them aloft. The fallout of the particles left aloft by the dying
updrafts can take on a stratiform character, including a radar bright band.

6.1.2 Radar-Echo Structure

The schematic in Fig. 6.1a depicts qualitatively the radar-echo structure of strati-
form precipitation, with the melting layer denoted by the radar bright band being
the most prominent feature. Closer, quantitative examination of the vertical pro-
file of radar data in stratiform precipitation allows us to divide the precipitation
into distinct layers in which different microphysical processes dominate. These
layers are bounded by points 0-4 in Fig. 6.2.

The zone from 0 to 1 in Fig. 6.2 is associated primarily with ice particles
growing by vapor deposition, which is the slowest microphysical growth mode.
Since the ice particles settling downward through the nimbostratus are not grow-
ing rapidly, the equivalent radar reflectivity Ze, which is proportional to the sixth
moment of the particle size distribution [recall Eqs. (4.3) and (4.8)], does not
increase rapidly with decreasing altitude between 0 and 1. In the layer between 1

VR '" Vif radar pointing vertically
dBZe

dBZ _

Figure 6.2 Schematic of vertical profile of radar data in stratiform precipitation. Solid curve
shows reflectivity. Dashed curve shows Doppler radial velocity VR with the antenna at vertical
incidence. Under stratiform conditions VR is related approximately to the mass-weighted terminal fall
speed of the particles, V. Layers in which different microphysical processes dominate are bounded by
points 0-4 (see text for further discussion).

Reflectivity
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Figure 6.1 (a) Characteristics of stratiform precipitation. (b) Characteristics of convective
precipitation. Shading shows higher intensities of radar echo, with hatching indicating the strongest
echo. In (b) cloud is shown at a succession of times 10 , ••• , In' Growing precipitation particle is carried
upward by strong updrafts until 12 and then falls relative to the ground, reaching the surface just after
15' After 15, the cloud may die or continue for a considerable time in a steady state before dissipation
sets in at In-I and In' The dashed boundary indicates an evaporating cloud. (From Houze, 1981.
© American Geophysical Union.)

source located to the side of or above the nimbostratus; or they may originate
from a source embedded within the cloud itself. Once introduced into the nimbo-
stratus cloud, the ice particles begin to grow. Upward air velocity maintains
supersaturation by condensing vapor, which is deposited onto the ice particles
(Sec. 3.2.3). Although w must be large enough to maintain supersaturation, it must
be small enough not to violate (6.1). The ice particles in the upper levels of
nimbostratus must fall; they cannot be suspended or carried aloft by the air
motions as they grow. Thus, the general in-cloud vertical air motion in pure
nimbostratus normally does not exceed a few tens of centimeters per second.
These vertical velocities support growth of particles by vapor deposition.

The higher the level at which the ice particles are formed or introduced from an
outside source, the longer they will be able to grow by deposition of the vapor
made available as a result of mean upward air motion in the nimbostratus. The
time available for growth of the ice particles falling from cloud top is -1-3 h (the
time it takes a particle falling at -1-3 m s-I to descend 10 km). This time is
sufficient for the particles to grow by deposition. When the ice particles falling and
growing by deposition descend to within about 2.5 km of the O°C level, aggrega-

From Houze ,1981 American Geophysical Union



Convective Rain
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Figure 6.1 (a) Characteristics of stratiform precipitation. (b) Characteristics of convective
precipitation. Shading shows higher intensities of radar echo, with hatching indicating the strongest
echo. In (b) cloud is shown at a succession of times 10 , ••• , In' Growing precipitation particle is carried
upward by strong updrafts until 12 and then falls relative to the ground, reaching the surface just after
15' After 15, the cloud may die or continue for a considerable time in a steady state before dissipation
sets in at In-I and In' The dashed boundary indicates an evaporating cloud. (From Houze, 1981.
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source located to the side of or above the nimbostratus; or they may originate
from a source embedded within the cloud itself. Once introduced into the nimbo-
stratus cloud, the ice particles begin to grow. Upward air velocity maintains
supersaturation by condensing vapor, which is deposited onto the ice particles
(Sec. 3.2.3). Although w must be large enough to maintain supersaturation, it must
be small enough not to violate (6.1). The ice particles in the upper levels of
nimbostratus must fall; they cannot be suspended or carried aloft by the air
motions as they grow. Thus, the general in-cloud vertical air motion in pure
nimbostratus normally does not exceed a few tens of centimeters per second.
These vertical velocities support growth of particles by vapor deposition.

The higher the level at which the ice particles are formed or introduced from an
outside source, the longer they will be able to grow by deposition of the vapor
made available as a result of mean upward air motion in the nimbostratus. The
time available for growth of the ice particles falling from cloud top is -1-3 h (the
time it takes a particle falling at -1-3 m s-I to descend 10 km). This time is
sufficient for the particles to grow by deposition. When the ice particles falling and
growing by deposition descend to within about 2.5 km of the O°C level, aggrega-

From Houze ,1981 American Geophysical Union

The Algorithm 2A23 of PR classifies the Rain in 
these 2 types and intermediate Types



Looking for the Parameters “a” and 
“b” using the filter paper technique



Data of 40 filter papers 



Data and theoretical calculations for TRMM PR

R=aZ^b a b

Datos 0.0157 0.6735

TRMM Strat. 0.0228 0.6727

TRMM Conv. 0.0400 0.6434



Pixels Rain

Results

21497 pixels, 5 years

TRMM PR Classification
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Conclusions

• Es posible hacer mapas de precipitación de alta resolución basándonos en la 
información del producto 2A25 del radar de precipitación. 

• No se ha logrado hallar una relación simple entre el tipo de lluvia y la altura 
del tope de la tormenta, se pueden tener tormentas altas vistas por el PR que 
sean de tipo tal vez estratiforme con poca lluvia.

• No se ha logrado hallar una relación entre la lluvia medida con el PR 2A25 y la 
temperatura de brillo.

•  La mayor cantidad de precipitación en el aréa de estudio es producto de 
lluvia estratiforme o tal vez estratiforme.
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